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Success Stories

Missouri Dept. of Social Services – Children’s Division

Homelessness in Allegheny County, PA

Utah’s Juvenile Justice System (JJS)

North Dakota’s Dept. of Human Services



“An organization’s biggest constraint is 
management’s time and attention.”

Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt



A day in the life…

• Talking budget/accounting/purchasing
• Dealing with the death of a child by neglect/abuse
• Dealing with the death of a parent by suicide or overdose
• Listening to an angry parent
• Trying to improve the work environment for your staff
• Navigating political legislation
• Media appearances
• Balancing state and federal mandates
• Engaging with stakeholders, cultural groups, advocates



All improvements require change, but not all 
changes produce improvements.



Cancer screenings for women 1.4% growth per year

Preventative care 0.4% growth per year

Child immunizations 0.3% growth per year

Medicaid PMPM 4.4% growth per year

PMPM in 2000 = $393 PMPM in 2020 = $624

Medicaid spending example



Unemployment Insurance Program Performance (Nationwide)
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With everything we could do, need to do, or 
know we should do, how do we decide what 

to do?



Focus Filter

Start with what your primary customer cares most about—not what 
is best for the bureaucracy

Focus on the constraint

What do you have direct control and stewardship over?
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Administration for Children & Families 2022 Strategic Plan



Juvenile Justice System Example



Primary Customer:Youth in detention

Primary need: A new way to think about and address problems and challenges

Strategic customer: Staff working directly with youth

Primary need: Time to provide the intervention

Solution: Provide an evidence-based model to help youth reframe problems, 
make better decisions, and forge healthier relationships

Juvenile Justice System (JJS) Case Study



JJS Vicious Cycle
Youth continues to 

make less than 
ideal choices

Urgent issues 
continue or get 

worse

Staff time is 
consumed by 
solving urgent 

issues vs. proactive 
work

Youth worsen in 
the system

Resources, time, 
etc. are focused on 
deep-end services

More youth return 
and enter detention

Staff are stretched 
thinner and can't 
work with youth



The project freed up more than 1,100 additional employee hours to focus on delivering each youth in custody 12-hours of 

treatment a week for positive, sustainable change.  

The number of reported assaults decreased by 50% and family satisfaction with JJS services increased by 26%. 

Youth leaving JJS custody are less likely to recidivate as indicated by a 31% reduction in their average risk scores. 

The work has continued leading to a shift in how funds are used and where youth are served-- going from approximately 

600 youth in detention to less than 300 with more robust services in prevention and in the community.

Juvenile Justice System (JJS) Case Study



Avoid the Seductive Seven

More Money
More Data

More Reorganization
More Technology

More Strategic Planning
More Training
More Blame & 
Accountability



Focus Filter

Start with what your primary customer cares most about—not what 
is best for the bureaucracy

Focus on the constraint

What do you have direct control and stewardship over?



Section 3: Exceptional DeliveryA = 20 E = 18C = 10B = 16 D = 24

How many units can this system produce an hour?

What function is constraining the throughput of the entire system?



Section 3: Exceptional DeliveryE = 18

How many units can this system produce an hour?

What function is constraining the throughput of the entire system?

Input = 100 Output = 10
90 waiting

A gives B 20

A = 20 B = 16

B gives C 16

C = 10

C gives D 10

D = 24

D gives E 10

4 waits80 waits 6 waits



Section 3: Exceptional DeliverySick 
Person

Check-in
Vitals & 

Info
Diagnose 
& Treat

Healthier 
Person

Doctor’s Office



System Name: Homeless and Behavioral Health Services.

Goal: Provide supports and services to people who 
experience housing insecurity and have behavioral health 
needs in order to maximize their independence.

Direction of Solution: The right services are provided in the right 
amount, at the right time, to achieve the goal.

System Performance Measures:
• Length of stay
• % returning to system after exit

Preliminary 

Eligibility and 

Assessment

Services 

Decision

Milestone 

Plan 

Development

Service 

Delivery
Discharge

• Triage: We have simple 

tools that allow us to quickly 

identify early levels of acuity 

in a comprehensive and 

consistent way across the 

system.

• We are able to use existing 

diagnoses when available or 

have a scalable quick way 

to determine this.

• Clients receive services 

immediately once 

services decisions are 

made

• Clients know what to 

expect from the 

beginning and are 

being heard.

• Full-kit: Clients have 

everything they need to 

begin services.

Person is referred
Transitional 

Support

• We have insight on needs and bed 

availability.

• Low-WIP: We have competent 

individuals available to quickly make 

placement decisions.

• Triage: We are making placement 

decisions that best match customer 

needs to provider capabilities.

• Full-kit: Additional resources are 

arranged for clients with specialized 

needs for certain placement decisions 

(if appropriate).

• We are re-triaging clients on the waitlist.

• We are determining which provider is 

lead for clients (if multiple).

• Triage: We are continually assessing customer 

progress and making changes based on 

customer needs.

• We are synchronizing resources according to 

clinically driven client milestones and expected 

discharge dates.

• We have a hierarchy of services established to 

ensure focus for clients.

• We are achieving full-kit at program exit.

Critical Activity

System Map

• Reduction in levels of care
• Reduction in risk/adverse incidents



In social services, the system constraint is 
how fast the person we serve chooses to 

change



Focus Filter

Start with what your primary customer cares most about—not what 
is best for the bureaucracy

Focus on the constraint

What do you have direct control and stewardship over?



Today DestinationThe Gap

What we can control: Providing the right service, at the right 
time, in the right amount



Direction of the 
Solution

Provide the right services, at the 
right time, in the right amount to 

help customers achieve their 
goal.



Milestone Management
CURRENTBEHAVIORS DESIREDBEHAVIORS

Individuals/families struggle to comply with

multiple plans, activities and requirements.

Plans and activities are designed based on the capacity of the 

individuals/families. Plans focus on one or two milestones at a 

time.

We don’t have objective criteria that help us understand when 

individuals are ready to exit. We prioritize assessments and rely 

on front line staff to make subjective decisions.

We’ve defined clear criteria on exit readiness and use 

assessments to define services people need to successfully exit.

We manage caseloads We manage caseload movement

We continue to focus time and attention on new, evidence-

based practices we don’t design the operations to 

accommodate for and don’t have the time/resources to 

implement

We optimize operations and process flow to generate capacity 

and improve quality

We waste precious staff capacity with too many policies, forms, 

training, etc.

We support staff by enabling them to spend the right time and 

resources on the right people

We don’t have clarity into the reasons why people are stuck and 

not making progress

We have real-time information that helps management and 

policymakers understand where investments should be made 

to help facilitate quality outcomes for people



Our solution consists of three strategies: 

1. Increase capacity

2. Implement FITT (frontloading, intensity, type, time)

3. Use Milestone Management software to manage case 
movement



Strategy #3: Use Milestone Management 
software to manage case movement



Milestone Management
• IT itself is not the solution, but it can be an important tool.

• Northstar is designed to cement in the desired behaviors and use the minimum amount 
of data points to help answer the following questions:

Front-Line Staff:

o How is my client progressing towards a successful exit? What do they need to focus on now to make progress on 
their goals?

o Of all the clients on my caseload, which one should I focus on next?

Supervisors:

o Of all of my employees, and all of the cases they are working on, where do I need to spend my time and attention?

o Am I seeing trends in the cases that may show that there's a policy or training issue—something my staff may not 
be clear on?

Leadership:

o Is our program helping people progress against their stated outcomes? If not, why not? What specific policy or 
resource issues are impeding people's progress the most? 

o What are the most common services individuals use that we need to provide incredibly well?



Milestone Management
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Milestone Management



www.LinkedIn.com/in/Kristen-Cox
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